The Cisco Aironet 1815: Which One Is Right for You?

The Cisco Aironet® 1815 Series Access Points comprise four separate low-cost, sleek access points that are ideal for organizations that want to keep pace with ever-changing wireless demands but have budget restrictions. These access points minimize total cost of ownership but still deliver the features and functions that make Cisco different from our competitors:

- **1815i**: Low-cost, sleek access point that's quick to setup and reliable to forget it's there. Perfect for organizations in any industry that want to provide enterprise-level networks at a fraction of the cost.
- **1815w**: The AP to be mounted to a wall securely and discretely. It can securely adhere directly to the wall, and with its sleek design, it's practically invisible. It is perfect for hospitality, residential halls, or other multi-dwelling units.
- **1815t**: Easy to set up and provides the same features and connectivity that the home office has. Ideal for teleworkers and micro-branch office deployments regardless of particular industry. No longer will geography or elements get in the way of workplace productivity.
- **1815m**: Premium on coverage rather than capacity. Need to upgrade its wireless network but is worried about profitability? Choose the 1815m. This access point has more power than the other 1815 access points. Its network reaches a larger area and is perfect for budget-conscious organizations that need a wide coverage zone.

All of these 1815 Series access points are 802.11ac Wave 2-compliant; they are simple to set up and, with Cisco® Mobility Express, easy to manage.

For more information, please visit the Cisco Aironet 1815 Access Point page: [www.cisco.com/go/ap1815](http://www.cisco.com/go/ap1815)